Mill Manager – Shippensburg, PA
If you have prior feed mill leadership experience and want to work for a great company, please read on! Excellent full-time
opportunity for a driven individual to manage our feed mill in Shippensburg, PA. Consider joining our team where you will
feel welcomed immediately by diligent, caring and hard-working team members and management. Wenger Feeds strives to
provide its team members with a good working atmosphere, open communication and comparable pay/benefits. Become part of
an organization where you will want to stay long term.
The Mill Manager is responsible for all activities at that facility and will direct all the day to day operations of the mill,
ensuring the efficient manufacturing of quality feed to meet production guidelines. This individual directs the receiving of all
ingredients for feed manufacturing and works with the Maintenance Supervisor to ensure the proper maintenance and repair of
equipment. The Mill Manager will also coordinate assigned production activities closely with those directing Transportation,
Logistics and Nutrify, as they relate to feed production and delivery.
Essential Job Functions:
1. Supervise and coordinate with assistant supervisor and team leaders all labor planning, utilization and evaluation.
2. Supervise and coordinate with assistant supervisor and team leader the timely production of feed and the most efficient feed
manufacturing process to be utilized.
3. Supervise and coordinate with ingredient receiving personnel the efficient receiving of all ingredients and storage of these
ingredients, and insure quality of all ingredients. Interact with Quality Assurance personnel to insure that all feeds are
meeting quality standards.
4. Take ownership for overall mill inventories. Attend and interact with full physical inventories as scheduled. Ensure mill
team is properly trained on physical inventory count and cutoff procedures. Coordinate with Cost Accountant on all
changes that may impact inventory count or measurement accuracy.
5. Supervise and coordinate with the Maintenance Supervisor the timely and efficient repair and maintenance of all equipment
and coordinating repair and maintenance with feed production.
6. Coordinate with Nutrify, Transportation and Logistics all activities as they relate to feed production in regards to ingredients
needed and product delivered.
7. Coordinate mill safety procedures and programs with Compliance Coordinator to minimize incidence of injury and reduce
amount of recordable injuries.
8. Coordinate training of all mill employees, including the navigation and utilization of the Wenger System as appropriate.
9. Coordinate mill environmental training and compliance with the Compliance Coordinator.
10. Responsible for overall cleanliness and appearance of the facility.
11. Responsible for training and enforcing quality and food safety policies and procedures
12. Coordinate reporting and record-keeping functions with team leaders and Assistant Mill Supervisor.
13. Function in an “on call” function.
14. Perform other duties as determined by the Regional Manufacturing Supervisor.

Qualifications Needed:
1. Knowledge of feed manufacturing techniques
2. Supervisory experience with demonstrated leadership capabilities
3. Ability to understand and follow Food Safety Standards.
4. Strong computer skills, including MS Word and Excel
5. Proficient oral and written communication skills
6. Knowledge of various types of feed mill machinery
7. Ability to stand, lean, bend, stoop, lift and walk for long periods of time
8. Ability to lift up to 100 pounds on occasion
9. General maintenance skills
10. Ability to climb ladders and work in high places
11. Ability to work in confined spaces and in dusty conditions
Visit wwww.thewengergroup.com/careers, or call 800-692-6008
Job Type: Full-time

